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ORDEN BIVINGS, LEAD VOCALIST AND KEYBOARDIST FOR THE POPULAR EIGHT-PIECE
PHILADELPHIA AREA CONTEMPORARY JAZZ AND R&B/FUNK ENSEMBLE POINT
BLANK, TELLS AN AMUSING STORY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE GROUP’S NAME.
Shortly after pooling their collective talents and starting to book high profile
local gigs in 2002, the eight original members – all of whom had grown up
in the same neighborhood in nearby Chester, PA – knew they needed to
come up quickly with a catchy moniker. They sat around pondering and
procrastinating till one day, out of frustration, one of the guys said, “OK, we
need to come up with something Point Blank.” The name stuck, and gave
rise to one of the region’s most inspiring musical success stories. While they
started out as a cover band, the success of their 2010 independent debut
album A Point of View gave them a wide range of explosive original material
to perform live – a tradition that’s growing fast with the release of their highly
anticipated follow-up full length recording SoulStream.
Diverse and dynamic, the new collection featuring 12 originals and
a powerhouse horn driven funk cover of the Michael Jackson classic
“Heartbreak Hotel”. SoulStream, like its predecessor, is a showcase for Point
Blank’s exciting ensemble skills and solos by each member. Equally powerful
is the emotional back-story behind the recording which inspired its title and
is a true testament to the power of music to heal after challenging times of
personal loss. In early 2014, the group’s original keyboardist Paul Lee died
after a short illness – and during the subsequent time of soul-searching, other
members lost loved ones as well. Rather than let the losses decimate or break
them up, the surviving members of the group committed to its evolution and
added fresh players to the band.
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POINT BLANK

BIO, cont.
The current ensemble features original members Bivings,
Winston Ferguson (bass, bandleader), Steve Pratt
(guitar), Jerry Blake (alto & soprano saxes, flute) and
Gerald Chavis (trumpet, flugelhorn) and newcomers
Kerry Little (drums) and Cuban born percussionist Juan
“Cuco” Castellanos. Performing gigs and festivals and
opening for some of contemporary jazz’s top artists, they
continue to build a following throughout the Philly region
(Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey) while
their original music streams worldwide and they have their
sights set on national and international markets.
“We know Paul would have wanted us to carry on, and
so it’s in his honor that we continue to play,” says Bivings.

“Point Blank is successful not only because we are
committed to making the music we love that is inspired
by all of our individual backgrounds, but also because
we get along so well, love each other and have a true
brotherhood. We see music as a spiritual entity, and we
know the music doesn’t come from us, but emerges
through us. SoulStream is our term for that stream of
divine consciousness that allows us to play music – and
while we were recording the new album and when we
perform its music live, we felt and feel Paul’s spirit in the
room. We feel the stream of brilliance in our hearts. And
speaking of SoulStream, we hope that when people
listen to our new music, it puts them in a soulful mood!”

ON STAGE

W

ith eight veteran musicians commanding the
stage, there’s always a mix of combustible grooves
and explosive, jazz-funk playing when Point Blank hits
the stage for its many sold out shows throughout the
region every year. Audiences respond particularly well
to Bivings’ super soulful, emotional vocals. Behind him are
the fiery yet sensual, Norman Brown type licks of guitarist
Steve Pratt, the dynamic horns of Chavis and Blake
(joining forces as a horn section as well as showcasing
their solo chops) and now the exotic percussion of
Castellanos. With two critically acclaimed albums

NOTABLE LIVE
PERFORMANCES

under their belt, Point Blank mostly focuses on originals
– including the favorite audience sing a long “The Only
Thing” - but they’ll throw in a classic R&B cover like
“Sweet Thing” every so often. Collectively, their careers
have allowed them to take the stage with top names
like late greats George Duke and Luther Vandross, Roy
Ayers, Jeff Lorber, Regina Belle, Mick Jagger, Melba
Moore and Peter White. In recent years, their gigs have
included shows at the World Café in Philadelphia and
Wilmington, Wiggins Park in Camden NJ and West Oak
Lane Jazz Festival in Philly.

Clifford Brown Jazz Festival - Wilmington, DE
Berks Jazz Festival - Reading, PA
Cape May Jazz Festival - Cape May, NJ
West Oak Lane Jazz Festival - Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia’s Welcome America Celebration - Philadelphia, PA
Thaddeus Kirkland Cross Cultural Festival - Chester, PA
Jazz Under The Stars - Harrisburg, PA
Mayfair Festival - Allentown, PA
Warm Daddy’s – Philadelphia, PA
Zanzibar Blue - Philadelphia, PA & Wilmington, DE
Chadds Ford Winery - Chadds Ford, PA
The Forum - Harrisburg, PA
The Connective Energy Center - Wilmington, DE
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POINT BLANK

J

ust as “Set You Free,” the high energy Latin-fired track from Point Blank’s
debut A Point of View received strong airplay in the U.S. and as far away as
Spain, the group’s new song, the in the pocket funky urban jazz tune “It’s You,”
is already being played on internet stations in Europe and on Pandora. When
Paul Lee passed away, he left behind several excellent compositions that Point
Blank subsequently recorded in tribute, the moody sensual ballad “Passionate
Love” (subtitled “Paul’s Tune”) and the lush romantic ballad “At the Right Time”,
featuring Paul’s signature synth footprints all over it.
Fans of R&B covers tired of hearing the same old stuff will groove on Point Blank’s
opening jam, a brass driven funk twist on Michael Jacksons’ “Heartbreak Hotel”.
Chavis’ dreamy flugelhorn and Blake’s sax intensity are on full display on Chavis’
ballad “Melancholy,” while Bivings’“Him or Me” features those horns underscoring the cool storytelling about a woman
who has to make a heavy choice. A longtime friend of the band, Charles Kelly, also contributes some key tunes,
including the infectious R&B ballad “What Can I Do”, “It’s You” and the sensual, candlelit “Littice Ardeur”. Point Blank’s
newest member, Castellanos, gets his own spotlight on “Canto A Elegua”, a brief but memorable percussion interlude
with African chanting.

FROM THE BEGINNING
The original members of Point Blank grew up in Chester, PA,

and has worked as a studio musician in Philadelphia and NYC;

informally hanging out in the basement of the band’s future

Pratt, like Bivings, has worked extensively as a studio musician

drummer as teenagers just jamming and never dreaming they

for many years. Chavis has performed and/or recorded with

would one day command the stage as they have for the past

everyone from Mick Jagger and The Spinners to The Temptations

decade and a half. As Winston Ferguson, who started playing

and the late Phyllis Hyman; and Blake has opened for Luther

bass at 13, says, “We just liked hanging around each other and

Vandross, Natalie Cole and The Temptations and toured the

enjoying each other’s company.” As young friends growing up

globe with The Manhattans and others.

and jamming together as friends often do, the guys parted
ways after high school, with some going off to college, others

Some years after going their separate ways, they would run into

joining the service.

each other playing with other groups they were involved with
and talk about getting together and making music like in the

Ferguson has performed with members of The Trammps, The

old days – a grand notion which gave rise to Point Blank.

Temptations and Love Committee; Bivings has played with
McFadden & Whitehead and Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes
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“The story behind the writing and recording of Point Blank’s
sophomore collection SoulStream is a powerful reminder of the
way music can heal and inspire – and bond people like nothing
else, even in the wake of great loss. Their original keyboardist Paul
Lee may be gone, but his spirit is very much alive, not only on his
two excellent compositions, but also in the funky, high-spirited
excitement that rolls like a joyful wave throughout the generous
collection. With tight songwriting, grooves galore, spotlights on
soulful vocals, sax, trumpet/flugelhorn, percussion and a sizzling mini
horn section, there’s a lot of urban jazz funk delight going around.
With their exciting new lineup, Point Blank is bursting at the seams
and should be more than a regional sensation very soon.”
– Jonathan Widran, Music Journalist

POINT BLANK is…
Winston Ferguson – bandleader/bass – a graduate of Cheyney University, has performed with
Norman Harris (Trammps), Ron Tyson (The Temptations), Love Committee, The Futures and Brandi Wells.
Dorden Bivings – keyboards, lead and background vocals – a graduate of Villanova University, has
performed withMcFadden & Whitehead, The Ebonys, Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes and more in
addition to being a studio musician.
Steve Pratt, guitar – has toured the world with the United States Navy Jazz Orchestra and has worked
extensively as a studio musician in Philadelphia and New York for over 15 years.
Gerald Chavis – trumpet/flugelhorn, background vocals – has performed and/or recorded with
many national acts including Mick Jagger, The Dells, The Spinners, The Temptations, Phyllis Hyman, and
more.
Jerry Blake, Jr., – reeds, background vocals – has opened for Luther Vandross, Natalie Cole, Regina
Belle, The Temptations and more in addition to traveling the world with the Manhattans and others.
Kerry Little, drums – hails from Coatesville, PA., and works extensively in the Philadelphia and tri-state
(PA, NJ, and DE) areas.
Juan “Cuco” Castellanos – congas and percussion - has performed all over the United States and
abroad. He has appeared with The Chieftains at Carnegie Hall in NYC, and at the Kimmel Center in
Philadelphia.

Connect with Point Blank:

www.pbsmoothjazz.com

Management & Bookings:
Point Blank Music
Winston Ferguson (215) 605-8544
pbsmoothjazz@gmail.com

